


HUMANITIES


Art & Architecture


Mother of all art history links. URL: http://www.umich.edu/~hartspsc/histart/mother/ Supplement '01, 38Sup-085
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E National Museum of Women in the Arts. URL: http://www.nmwa.org/ Mar ’01, 38-3695


Fine Arts


Outstanding Academic Titles, 2001

Eerdmans

Recently Reviewed

James C. VanderKam

An Introduction to Early Judaism

"A fine and accessible introduction to early Judaism, beginning with the construction of the Second Temple in 538 BCE and concluding with the ill-fated Bar Kokhba Revolt of the 130s CE. . . . Elementary but elegant, this primer is perfect for classroom or individual use."

—Publishers Weekly

AN INTRODUCTION
TO EARLY JUDAISM

James C. VanderKam

ISBN 0-8028-4641-6

- 248 pages
- paperback
- $18.00

At your library wholesaler, or call 800-253-7521
Fax: 616-459-6540 • www.eerdmans.com

January 2002

January 2002
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Architecture


Photography


Language & Literature


English & American


Library of Southern literature. URL: http://docsouth.dsiinternete2.edu/southlit/southlitmain.html Oct ’01, 39-0790


Thadde 2X


Wilde O


Rosen 12

Snyder an

Worth 16


• Romance


OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC TITLE

Winning Ugly
NATO’s War to Save Kosovo
Ivo H. Daalder and Michael E. O’Hanlon

Winning Ugly sets the standard against which American and European actions in the Kosovo war will be measured. The authors provide an authoritative and convincing account of the policy conflicts within the U.S. government, the gap between our political and military objectives, and the twisting path toward an ambiguous victory.

—WARREN ZIMMERMANN
U.S. ambassador to Yugoslavia 1989–92

“Winning Ugly proves a much needed lesson on the efficacy of early, forceful U.S. intervention in the Balkans. Equally importantly, it demonstrates that prevention can be deadly, and that half-measures yield half-results.”

—SAGAN BOB DILE

“A thorough, lucid, hard-hitting examination of Western, and especially American, policy, scrupulously examining the real alternatives available at the time. On the internal disputes of Washington policymaking [Daalder and O’Hanlon] are acute and fascinating.”

—TIMOTHY GARTON ASH, NEW YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS

“An engaging story of how we went to war, with important lessons for how we should wage peace.”

—ANTHONY LAKE, Assistant to President Bill Clinton for National Security Affairs. 1993–97

Order from Brookings Institution Press
Phone: 800-975-1447
or 202-797-4238
Fax: 202-797-2960

www.brookings.edu
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Princeton Dante project. URL: http://www.princeton.edu/dante/ Supplement '01, 38Sup-180


Slavic


Performing Arts


Film


Music


Historic American sheet music, 1850-1920. URL: http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/aawdhtml/ hasmhome.html Mar '01, 38-3819
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▪ *Theater & Dance*


▪ *Philosophy*


Changeux, Jean-Pierre. *What makes us think?: a neuroscientist and a


Religion


SCM PRESS

The Practice of Theology: A Reader
Edited by Colin E. Grant, Stephen R. Holmes and Murray Rae
A themed examination of all competing approaches to theology, and a wide knowledge of theological tradition.
0-3340-2816-7, paper, $25.50

A Short Course in the Philosophy of Religion
George Paterson
Written in an accessible style the book shows how the modern philosophical approach to religion has been mocked by such emphases as history, subjectivity and language.
0-3340-2834-6, paper, $24.50

Finding the Church
The Dynamic Truth of Anglicanism
Daniel W. Hardy
From one of Anglicanism's most profound theologians, Finding the Church makes a significant contribution to numerous important debates and discussions, and is certain to generate considerable discussion of its own.
0-3340-2863-9, paper, $23.95

Outstanding Academic Titles, 2001

- History of Science & Technology


- SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY


- Science and Religion


- Religious Studies


- Culture in History

y, holiday: Cornell, 3N 0-8014- 8-2891
re, ed. by
000. 260p
$49.95.

- Protestant

testants:
rican cul-
52p index
95. Apr
promised
ng the
0p index
$34.95.

- Israel

osiah of
Israel.
xes afp
X. Nov
mission of
1, 2000.
Macintosh System 7.1.2 or later; UNIX. Oct '01, 39-0906


Astronautics & Astronomy


Biology


NatureServe. URL: http://www.natureserve.org/. Mar '01, 38-3889


Botany


Zoology


Chemistry


Chemistry.org. URL: http://chemistry.org/ Oct ’01, 39-0944


Organic chemistry resources worldwide. URL: http://www.organicworldwide.net/ Dec ’01, 39-2205

Earth Science


Canyons, cultures, and environmental change: an introduction to the land use history of the Colorado plateau. URL: http://www.cpluhna.nau.edu/index.htm Nov ’01, 39-1585
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Health Sciences


CDC health topics A to Z. URL: http://www.cdc.gov/health/diseases.htm Jan '01, 38-2770

Community health status indicators project. URL: http://www.communityhealth.hrsa.gov/ Sep '01, 39-0339
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♦ Information & Computer Science


♦ Mathematics


Cinderella: the interactive geometry software. Springer, 2000. $54.95. 1 disc; user manual. System requirements: Windows 95/98; Macintosh 7.6.1 or later. Feb ‘01, 38-3373


♦ Physics

Climate diagnostics center. URL: http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/ May ‘01, 38-5069


Lindley, David. Boltzmann’s atom: the great debate that launched a revo-


♦ Sports & Physical Education


SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES


Anthropology


Fieldwork: the anthropologist in the field. URL: http://www1.truman.edu/academics/ss/faculty/tamakoshi/ Supplement '01, 38Sup-434


Kennedy, Kenneth A.R. God-apes and fossil men: paleoanthropology of


Business, Management & Labor


Employment, disability, and the Americans with Disabilities Act: issues in law, public policy, and research, ed. by Peter David Blanck.


♦ Economics


♦ Economics


Outstanding Academic Titles, 2001


Cameron, Maxwell A. The making of NAFTA: how the deal was done, by Maxwell A. Cameron and Brian W. Tomlin. Cornell, 2000. 264p bibl index ISBN 0-8014-3800-4, $35.00. Feb ’01, 38-3423


A Dictionary of ASIAN Christianity
Scott W. Sunquist, editor
David Wu Chu Sing and John Chew Hsiang Chea, associate editors

“"This long-awaited volume is a ground-breaking work of research scholarship. Absolutely indispensable.”
— SAMUEL HUGH MOFFETT

“I welcome this extraordinary volume. By providing easy and affordable access to Asian Christian biographical, historical, and theological subjects, the editors have ensured that neither Asians nor observers of Asia need labor under the delusion that the Asian church is little more than a footnote to the more recent centuries of European tribal expansion.”
— JONATHAN J. BONK

“Scholars will be quarrying riches from this gold mine for years to come. It makes available resources that will foster the vitalization of Asian Christian studies locally, regionally, and globally.”
— WILBERT R. SHENK

“Scholars and students of Asian Christianity will rejoice heartily at the publication of this dictionary. This trove of information will be the standard reference for many years to come. Anyone wanting accurate and up-to-date data on Asian Christianity will have to consult it. In its historical comprehensiveness, ecumenical breadth, and interreligious scope, A Dictionary of Asian Christianity is unrivaled. . . . A magnificent production.”
— PETER C. PHAN

ISBN 0-8028-3776-X • 992 pages • hardcover • $75.00


History, Geography & Area Studies


Africa


Ancient History


Asia & Oceania


opes from


* Latin America & the Caribbean


Middle East & North Africa


North America


A Biography of America. URL: http://www.learner.org/biography-ofamerica/ Supplement ’01, 38Sup-571


International Specialized Book Services
is your global source
representing more than 50 academic publishers from around the world

Akademiai Kiado, Budapest (Hungary)
Center for Romanian Studies (Romania)
Four Courts Press (Ireland)
Frank Cass Publishers (UK)
Free Association Books (UK)
Hart Publishing (UK)
Intellect Books (UK)
Irish Academic Press (Ireland)
Islamic Texts Society (UK) ** new as of Oct. 2001
Ithaca Press (UK) ** new as of Oct. 2001
Litman Library of Jewish Civilization (UK)
Liverpool University Press (UK)
Museum Tusculanum Press (Denmark)
Nelson Thorne (UK)
Politicus's Publishing (UK)
Sussex Academic Press (UK)
University of Otago Press (New Zealand)
University of Western Australia Press (Australia)
Valentine Mitchell (UK)
Willan Publishing (UK)

For more information contact ISBS at:
5824 NE Hassalo St. Portland, OR 97213
800-944-6190, fax 503-280-8832, orders@isbs.com, www.isbs.com

Choice Outstanding Academic Books
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Turkish Foreign Policy, 1774-2000 by William Hale
Frank Cass Publishers
Red Scarce: FBI and the Origins of Anticommunism in the United States 1919-1943 by Regin Schmidt
Museum Tusculanum Press
Parliament Under Blair by Peter Riddell
Politicus's Publishing
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**United Kingdom**


**Western Europe**
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◆ Comparative Politics


◆ Political Science


21.95

CHIEF OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC TITLES—TWO FROM GALLAUDET

Deaf American Literature

From Carnival to the Canon

Cynthia L. Peters

"Documenting the evolution of American Sign Language (ASL) literature from 'oral' to 'literary' form, Peters has produced a truly seminal work of tremendous value to a variety of readers outside the Deaf community itself: sociologists, linguists, and those in the comparative literature field....Peters establishes comparisons with a variety of mainstream literary genres, from vaudeville to the works of James Joyce and Jack Kerouac."

—CHOICE

ISBN 1-56368-094-7, 6 x 9, 232 pages, tables, references, index $55.00

Order Toll-Free
1-800-621-8476 FAX 1-888-630-9347 TTY
Visit our website at "gupress.gallaudet.edu"

Gallaudet University Press


Jung, Courteney. Then I was black: South African political identities in transition. Yale, 2000. 294p index afp ISBN 0-300-08013-1, $35.00. Apr '01, 38-4698


◆ International Relations


--- Psychology ---

American Psychological Association. *URL: http://www.apa.org/ Supplement ’01, 38Sup-669*


--- Sociology ---

Bamboo in Japan
by Nancy Moore Bess with Bibi Wein

With illuminating text and over 250 exquisite photographs, illustrations and artwork, *Bamboo in Japan* unveils the boundless uses of this venerated material, ranging from the most elegant and refined to the most humble. Bess shows bamboo’s applications in the garden and home, in the cherished accessories of the tea ceremony and flower arranging, and in an endless array of crafts from elaborate baskets to colorful kites and dolls. She explores the Japanese reverence for bamboo’s natural beauty, adding immeasurably to our knowledge of the Asian sensibility and lifestyle.

ISBN 4-7700-510-6
224 pgs.
Hardcover
$49.95
9 x 11 3/4 inches
Includes list of bamboo collections, gardens, research sources, glossary, bibliography and index.

"Broad in coverage and fascinating to pursue, this splendid book should be in every library.” — Choice

KODANSHA INTERNATIONAL
DISTRIBUTED BY OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS


